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ABSTRACT 
Computed Tomography (CT) technology allows the cross sectional imaging of objects 
nondestructively and is of great importance because of its capability of detecting interior 
defects. CT technology is especially widely used in the areas of material industries, airspace 
industries and medical diagnostics. However this detail of information comes at a price. 
Modern CT data acquisition systems collect huge amounts of data making the processing of 
that data a significant challenge. In order to deal with continuing demand of large object 3D 
CT technology and increased 3D CT data size we have developed a large field of view 3D 
CT scan capability addressing the required resolution (100 µ) and handling the data 
acquisition, transfer, processing, viewing and information extraction. The new phosphor 
screen detector employing CCD camera with approximately 44cm X 30cm active imaging 
area and 3073 x 2048 pixel size, scans large objects at medium resolution. Phosphor screen 
computed tomography system control software developed in this thesis integrates image 
acquisition, image calibration, motion control and CT Scan. 
CT data generated as a result of a scan requires a 3D visualization tool to fulfill goal 
of inspection and analysis of object. The 3D visualization tool designed at Center of Non 
Destructive Evaluation employs ray cast volume rendering method to visualize volume CT 
data on PC. While the ability to get an overview of these large 3D CT data sets (3GB) is 
powerful, the lack of tools to extract information from this qualitative display limits the 3D 
CT capability. This research has added another tool to the existing software that will be used 
to identify and separate features in a sample based on identifying neighbor approach. 
Algorithms for image analysis and processing like percentage porosity analysis and correction 
of rogue bad pixels are also part of the research. The result in dealing with the data 
acquisition and data manipulation issues is a significant extension of 3D CT imaging 
capabilities. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
NDE is a way to characterize various properties of materials, components, or 
structures by use of non invasive measurement techniques. Besides material characterization, 
NDE includes many activities such as real-time monitoring during manufacturing, flaw 
detection in components, inspection of assemblies for tolerances, alignment and periodic in-
service monitoring of flaw growth. Generally, the inspection methods of NDE are based on 
techniques in areas of acoustics, penetrating radiation, light, electric and magnetic fields, or 
more special means. 
The increasing demands on NDE technologies press the need of improving and 
enhancing the acquisition and demonstration tools and processes. The dependencies of NDE 
methods and inspection techniques on computer technology make it unavoidable to address 
many issues related to it. The idea of dependency of NDE technologies on computer 
technology can be obtained from the fact that the same technology that makes laptop 
monitors is used to make Xray array detectors. The result is a need to capture large data sets 
rapidly. This in turn generates a never growing need to process that data. The need for 
efficient use of computers for data acquisition, processing and display is an important 
development. This thesis explores the CNDE processes, the challenges and the research 
undertaken to address the problems. 
1.1 Motivation and Goal of This Research 
CT (Computed Tomography) technology is of great importance in NDE inspection 
techniques given the fact it renders capability of detecting interior defects as well as surface 
flaws at a high resolution. CT technology finds extensive use in the area of material sciences 
and related industries, aerospace industries and medical inspection. The increasing demand 
for high resolution data acquisition, manipulation and analysis drives the need for better and 
more specific tools. The high resolution CT system at Center of Nondestructive Evaluation 
which views objects at microscopic level, for instance a few microns, is an example of this 
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application. A growing demand of viewing larger objects at a medium resolution drives the 
need of having an image detector with bigger field of view so that large objects can fit in the 
field of view for scanning purposes. Large CT data generated poses issues of data analysis 
and storage. Also with the process of image generation and data acquisition comes the need 
to maintain care for image quality and removal of noise and artifacts. Pre-acquisition and 
post-acquisition procedures are developed to deal with such issues. Visualization and 
inspection of data demand incorporating new techniques to existing software. An example of 
that is a means of separating gravel from cement in concrete samples so that percentage, 
volume, concentration and shape of gravel can be determined. 
The goal of this research is to design an interface for phosphor screen detector 
integrating image acquisition, calibration and CT scan, and improve and enhance data 
management, analysis and visualization techniques. 
1.2 Chapter Overview 
Chapter 2 overviews each component of CT system including data acquisition, 
reconstruction and visualization, with requirements and problems discussed. Context of 
conducting 3D analysis research is also provided in this chapter. 
Chapter 3 details about `Phosphor Screen Computed Tomography System' setup, 
design, implementation and testing process. It has essential Apogee Alt U9 camera concepts. 
Chapter 4 discusses 3D image analysis components researched, that includes blob 
analysis, hot pixel correction and percentage porosity analysis. It has background concepts of 
the above mentioned 3D analysis issues and details of algorithms implemented to deal with 
issues. 
Chapter 5 presents a number of CT scan results of various objects of interest. 3D 
images of objects scanned are generated to demonstrate tri-dimensional features of objects. 
The results of perfor~~iance 3D analysis components are listed as well. 
Chapter 6 summarizes the work, presents the conclusion and lists future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 PROCESS AND CHALLENGE 
In this chapter, each stage of the current computed tomography process and the 
related control programs is briefly discussed. The challenges faced by each step ranging from 
scan to reconstruction and then visualization are pointed out and the measures taken to meet 
the demand or improvement need of current processes are overviewed. The 3D image 
processing issues are narrated and approach taken to fix them is briefly described. The 
implementation details are presented in following chapters. 
2.1 CT Data Acquisition 
The currently functioning micro-CT system at CNDE is a high Resolution low X-Ray 
power system and uses amorphous silicon imaging detector for image acquisition along with 
frame grabber to transfer images from the detector to PC Ram memory for storage and 
display and is coupled with a rotating sample stage to create detailed cross sectional images 
or "slices" of the object of interest. 
COR Axis 
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X-Ray 
source 
Cross Section 
Image 
ample 
Reconstruction 
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Projection 
Image Acquisition 
Device 
COR Value 
of the CT data 
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Figure 2.1 CT imaging processes 
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3D CT technology is based on the fact that as an X-Ray passes through the sample it 
is absorbed or attenuated to different degrees depending on the geometry and material of the 
sample. The X-Ray photon intensity is converted to an image by the 2D digital detector and 
stored. The CT data is collected by rotating the sample and collecting the images. The plane 
of the fan beam is defined by a linear row of pixels on the detector and the X-ray source. A 
Single CT slice is extracted from the collection of images by selecting a single row of pixels 
which is perpendicular to the rotation of axis. Each time a sample makes a small degree 
rotation a row of pixels, on image acquisition device collects a slice profile of that projection 
and stores it in a sequence. Once the sample completes a fu11360 degree rotation, all the 
projection profiles compose a raw CT data or slice data. Each sinogram is reconstructed using 
a filtered back projection algorithm into a two dimensional cross section image of the "slice" 
that was scanned. [3] 
It is a system specially designed to view small objects and details at high resolution 
(10 µ) and employs an expensive image acquisition device for viewing fine details. Samples 
that are investigated using HRCT are typically a few cm in size. It is designed to be a low 
power x-ray system as the object is viewed from a short distance and allows resolution up to 
1536x 1920 pixels high with 20cm x 25 cm active screen imaging area. Larger objects do not 
fit in small field of view. Increasing distance makes x-rays to be incapable of penetrating 
thicker surfaces. For larger and thicker objects a medium resolution high power x-ray system 
is required. Phosphor Screen Computed Tomography System (PS CT) is a solution to the 
above mentioned situation of dealing with larger objects. It offers resolution up to 3073x2048 
with 44 cm x 44 cm x2/3 active screen imaging area and a variety of binning options. 
PSCT finds its applications in a variety of data sets and is focusing on sizes of 40 cm 
in length. Some examples of applications that the PSCT system is especially suited include 
large and thick samples like ceramic filter, a sample from material science industry, porous 
soil samples which are of special interest to civil engineering industry, and columns of water 
containing liquid, suspended solids and injected gases, designed to study multi phase flow by 
chemical engineering industry. 
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2.2 Data Handling 
The projection data accumulated as a result of the CT Scan described in section 2.1, is 
transferred over the network to the CNDE Linux cluster to a ram disk on the master node. 
The cluster consists of a root node (HAL) and 64 processors. Once all the CT scan data is 
transferred to the cluster ramdisk by FTP network connection, the program reassem is 
launched on the cluster to reassemble all the binary temporary data files into a set of standard 
ASCII sinogram files. Each sinogram file contains 10 sequential slices of CT data .This data 
is subsequently stored on a hard drive on HAL. 
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Figure 2.2 3D CT Scan Process 
Volume of CT data acquired becomes massive and prudent approach of handling and 
storage becomes crucial. For instance it takes four bytes of memory to store one pixel in long 
format, A full image PSCT scan with rotation step equal to 1 degree and binning 2 x 2 (pixel 
range 1536 x 1024) would take 2.264 GB (1536 x 1024 x 4 x 3360) of memory, where as the 
same CT scan with 1 x 1 binning would take 9.062 GB (3073 x 2048 x 4 x 360) of memory. 
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Because of this huge CT volume, the issue of processing large data sets, data transfer and 
data management becomes important and no longer negligible. Careful design of file format 
is critical to handle the large CT data set. CT files are saved in ASCII format to facilitate data 
transfer between PCs and UNIX systems. As data volume is becoming big, it is wise to write 
sinogram data in binary format to save disk storage, To deal with it sinogram files are 
reassembled in binary format and when compared to the previous ASCII format a '/3-1 / 2
reduction in disk space is achieved. Large data sizes does not only require more disk space 
they also pose issue of data viewing and data extraction issues. For example producing 3D 
image data requires the ability to view large volume files. The first step of viewing a 3D 
object through 3D visualization software is to load the data into system memory. 
Occasionally, the 3D data volume is larger than the available system memory. An extra piece 
of code is required to deal with this problem. [3] Similar problem was encountered in this 
research when the blob analysis demanded more ram memory for data allocation and 
computation. A check was implemented by calculating available memory statistics to limit 
user from opening more slices of data for running blob then could be handled by the memory 
available at the PC. 
2.3 3D Reconstruction 
In order to obtain a three dimensional knowledge of any sample, the sinogram files 
containing CT data slices are reconstructed to generate 3D image. 
In 1917, Radon established the mathematical theory of a tomographic reconstruction 
now called Radon transform, by which it is possible to determine the value of a function over 
a region of space if the set of line integrals is known for all ray paths through the region. Due 
to its huge computing intensity, the CT became possible in the 1970's by Hounsfield and 
Cormack who shared the Noble Prize in medicine in 1979, their contribution of development 
of CAT (Computed Assisted Tomography) technology is now referred as CT (Computed 
Tomography).To generate the 3D Image from sinogram data, each slice profile is back 
projected and filtered to generate a reconstructed two dimensional cross section of the object 
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that was scanned. The multiple 2D images generated as a result are then stacked together to 
form the 3D image. 
;.~ 
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Figure 2.3 Transferring a set of 2D image files to one 3D data set 
The computation of several hundred 2D cross sectional images is time consuming 
therefore this process of generating 2D cross sectional images from slice data is parallelized 
using the Cl®TDE Linux cluster facility. By distributing the total computing task to each node 
within the cluster, the reconstruction process is speeded up significantly, Zang, J Thesis, [3]. 
Figure 2.4 shows linux cluster and the master node hal. It illustrates the concept of 
parallelization and the idea of sending job to cluster for parallel processing through Ethernet 
connection. 
Hal (Cluster 
~y Office PC 
Figure 2.4 Parallel image reconstruction 
2.4 3D Visualization 
Visualization is an important method to help users gain better understanding 
and insight from the data through the process of exploring, transforming, and viewing data as 
images. To view the internal structure of a 3D image data set, a method of volume rendering 
is commonly used to transform the 3D data into a 2D image. Unlike computer graphics which 
only show the surface of a 3D object, volume rendering would count all the internal value to 
form 2D image just like projecting the object by imaginary rays. By presenting the volumetric 
CT scan data set, every feature within the object could be observed in arbitrary views. 
This 3D visualization tool implementing volume rendering algorithm is developed by 
Peng Fan [7~ using Microsoft Visual C++ and Computer Graphics and is frequently used to 
present CT reconstruction data and examine the inside detail of samples. This program allows 
users to rotate, zoom and view these 3 dimensional data and also it lets user to distinguish 
one portion from the others and focus on part of the interest. The next section overviews the 
need of having analysis tools. These tools can be made part of visualization software. This 
research developed one such tool that lets user identify features in a sample. The Figure 2.5 
shows 3D view of an air filter, the scan was done using PSCT, where as Figure 2.6 shows its 
histogram view. 
Figure 2.5 3D view of an air filter split from the center 
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Figure 2.7 shows the 3D volume file for a micro expansion string where as Figure 2.8 
shows how 2D slices of the spring look when viewed by 3D visualization tool. These are a 
few examples to show how visualization tool helps to see the interior of samples. 
Figure 2.8 CT Slice of micro spring showing metal separation 
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2.5 3D Image Analysis 
Using existing visualization techniques the ability to get an overview of these large 
3D CT data sets (3GB) is powerful, the lack of tools to extract information from this 
qualitative display limits the 3D CT capability. Part of the research focuses on addressing 
issues related to 3D image analysis and enhancing analysis techniques. The importance of 
analysis tools is manifold in 3D imaging. Image acquisition comes with a variety of image 
quality issues that sometimes distort image quality considerably and it becomes necessary to 
deal with those issues at one stage or another. Sometimes techniques are adopted to minimize 
their occurrence and effect at the time of image acquisition. Where as if they can't be avoided 
then they are required to get fixed after acquisition for example before reconstruction. 
The examples of such effects are cone beam hardening, occurrence of ring artifacts 
and high density scattering, Chapter 4 presents a simple technique of over coming ring 
artifacts by replacing the gray scale of bad pixel with the average of gray scales of its good 
neighbors, Its usability and performance is discussed in chapter 5. Figure 2.10 shows a CT 
slice with such ring artifacts. 
Hot Pixel Artifacts 
Casting pore 
Figure 2.9 Ring artifacts and desired data have same threshold 
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The figures presented under show variety of artifacts that result in images acquired 
using X-ray CT systems. 
Ring 
artifacts 
are 
easily 
seen 
Figure 2.10 CT Scan of a Carbon-corbon composite 
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CHAPTER 3 PHOSPHOR SCREEN COMPUTED 
TOMOGRAPHY SYSTEM 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter is a detailed description of Phosphor Screen Computed Tomography 
(PSCT) System. It sufficiently describes the programming and physical structure of the 
system, detailing about code constructs, hardware components, interfaces and dependencies. 
It also surveys the behavior of PSCT system by exploring its functionalities and usage. Along 
with that it carries a section on program debugging, testing and measures taken to improve 
performance. 
3.2 PSCT Setup 
Phosphor Screen Computed Tomography system employs a CCD Camera system for 
image acquisition. Sample lies between x-ray source and a Hammatsu Csl xray conversion 
screen that is meant to convert x-rays in to optical beam. The sample is rotated along its axis 
collecting projections with user specified interval for complete scan of the sample/object. 
Xrays after passing through sample hit Hammatsu Csl screen that converts xrays into light 
beam. This beam is reflected by mirror at about 90 degrees and enters into the digital camera 
lens. Mirror is placed to keep the camera safe from direct xray source radiation, this avoids 
damage to the CCD chip. Camera and mirror arrangement are also shielded from room light 
by a plastic and aluminum cover. Camera is encased in a further shielding of lead in order to 
suppress the scattered radiation from randomly causing a CCD pixel from flashing. The lead 
box that encases camera has a window that lets light enter the camera lens that is reflected by 
mirror. The shielding of detector (camera mirror combination) is done for two reasons, that 
is, to avoid camera getting damaged from exposure to xrays and also to avoid scattering of 
xrays interfering with image acquisition. Camera is connected to the PC enabling image 
download. 
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Camera 
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(3072x2048 pixel, 16-bit) 
X-rays 
50 mm f1.2 
lens 
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Controller Csl screen 
Mirror 
PC 
Figure 3.1 Phosphor Screen Computed Tomography System Setup 
3.3 Physical Structure of the System and Related Concepts 
This section explains the hardware components of the PSCT design, geometry 
settings for the camera, physical implication of some important parameters like binning and 
digitization and the software stack for this particular system. 
3.3.1 Hardware Components 
XRay Source 
The X-Ray source employed at CNDE for using with Phosphor screen computed 
tomography system can have voltage upto 160 kV. It has two source outlets. One is 0.4 mm 
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wide and has power 640 kW and the other is 3 mm wide and has power 300 KW. The former 
source is employed with PSCT because of its better resolution. 
Detector
The detector is composed of Hammatsu Csl xray to light conversion screen, mirror to 
reflect light, Camera to capture image and shielding for protection of camera and better 
image quality. The following diagram illustrates detector's various parts. 
The various properties of Apogee Alta U9 camera which is ideal for applications 
requiring large field of view are summarized as under. 
3072 x 2048 array, 9 x 9 micron pixels 
5 MHz 12-bit and 1 MHz 16-bit digitization 
32Mbyte camera memory 
USB 2.0 interface 
Programmable, intelligent cooling to SOC below ambient 
Binning up to 10 Horizontal x 2048 Vertical 
Programmable fan speed for low /zero vibration 
Two serial port outputs for control of peripheral devices 
General purpose programmable UO port 
Runs from single 12V supply with input voltage monitor 
Motion Control 
AT6000 is amicro-processor based indexer, which can control four axes of any size 
Compumotor motor/driver system. The indexer occupies one ISA AT slot. Figure shows the 
software layer of AT6000. Class CAT6000 developed by Huafu Lu encapsulates the common 
operations on the AT6000 indexer. [9] 
Windows NT and Windows 2000 do not allow an application to directly access IO 
port, so a device driver is used to communicate with the code on the indexer, ACSII 
commands to control the motion are sent through the software layers and interpreted and 
executed by the on-program. For detailed description on how to use the CAT6000 see [ 11) 
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Figure 3.2 Software layer of AT6000 indexer 
3.3.2 Camera Related Concepts 
Pixel Binning 
The mechanism by which charge transfer from a CCD is performed lends itself to on-
chip pixel binning. To quickly review charge transfer in a CCD, the following diagram is 
shown. As light (photons) falls on the surface of the CCD, charge (electrons) accumulates in 
each pixel. The number of electrons that can accumulate in each pixel is referred to as Well 
Depth. Once the exposure is complete, this charge is transferred to a single output and 
digitized. This is accomplished in two steps. First, an entire row is transferred in the vertical 
direction to the horizontal register. Second, charge is transferred horizontally in this register 
to the output amplifier. 
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Figure 3.3 Illustrating pixel binning 
Digitize and 
Display 
Most CCDs have the ability to clock multiple pixel charges in both the horizontal and 
vertical direction into a single larger charge or "super pixel." This super pixel represents the 
area of all the individual pixels contributing to the charge. This is referred to as binning. 
Binning of 1 x 1 means that the individual pixel is used as is. A binning of 2x2 means that an 
area of 4 adjacent pixels have been combined into one larger pixel, and so on. In this instance 
the sensitivity to light is increased by 4 times (the four pixel contributions), but the resolution 
of the image is cut in half. The following figure illustrates the effect. 
Binning can be a very useful tool. It can be used to effectively increase the pixel size 
while also increasing sensitivity. It is a good method for focusing, because image acquisition 
speeds up greatly while giving greater sensitivity to lower out-of-focus light levels. 
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Alta U9 having 3073x2048, 9µ pixels can appear to have 1536x 1024, l 8µ pixels with 
a binning of 2x2. With 3x3 binning, the sensor appears to have 1024x682 pixels with a size 
of 27µ and 9 times the sensitivity. Figure 3.4 explains this. Binning also has an impact on 
well depth. For example while each pixel on a Kodak KAF-0400 has a maximum well depth 
of 85,000 electrons, the output node which collects binned charges has a capacity of greater 
than 140,000 electrons. This allows greater charge to be collected for each super pixel than 
was possible with un-binned pixels. [9] 
Digitization 
Digitization, also referred to as analog to digital conversion, is the process by which 
charge from the CCD is translated into a binary form used by the computer. The term binary 
refers to the base 2 number system used. A 12 bit camera system will output 2 raised to the 
12th power or 4096 levels. A 16 bit camera will output 2 raised to the 16th power or 65536 
levels, the higher the digital resolution, the slower the system throughput. [9] 
Ifna~e Geometry 
Alta camera systems require specific geometry parameters in order to properly define 
a region of interest (ROI) that will contain the digitized image data. 
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The sensor pixels are divided into three regions, Figure 3.5 illustrates the three sensor 
regions.: 
Physical CCD Device This is the actual, complete size of each and every pixel on the CCD 
sensor. Per manufacturer specs, only a portion of these pixels are available for actually 
imaging operations. 
Available Imaging Area This is the normal, maximum imaging area of the sensor. This area 
does not include any over scan pixels, since, by definition, over scan pixels are dark reference 
pixels and not for typical imaging situations. 
Region of Interest (ROI) This area comprises the actual pixels which will be returned to the 
application as image data. It may be sized from 1 single pixel to the size of the entire 
Available Imaging Area, plus the Over scan Columns. [9] 
3.3.3 Software Stack 
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The camera driver provides access to all camera functions through a straightforward 
ActiveX/COM API. The driver resides in the file Apogee.dll, which though can be installed 
anywhere on the system, but in our case resides in "c:\Program Files\Common 
Files\System\Apogee.DLL" and included in code with statement 
#impoYt "c:\Program Files\Common Files~S'ystem\Apogee.DLL" fzo_namespace 
Camera Control Application 
ICamera2 ActiveX/COM Interface 
(Apooge.DLL) 
Ethernet 
Communication Layer 
USB 2.0 Interface 
Communication Layer 
Apogee Alta Camera Firmware/Hardware 
Figure 3.6 Software stack for U9 Alta camera 
Underlying Apogee Alta system is controlled through an interface referred to as the 
ICamera2 interface. The ICamera2 interface is composed of various Functions and Properties. 
Generally speaking, a COM Function is a call made by the application to perform some 
action, such as taking an exposure. A COM Property is information obtained by the 
application about the camera system, such as the camera model name. The ICamera2 
interface is a flexible and lightweight layer to access the underlying Alta hardware. The 
building blocks have been provided by ICamera2 interface while application puts together 
these blocks to derive necessary functionality. Figure 3.6 shows the various software 
components and how they fit together [9] 
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3.3.4 Component Model 
Figure 3.7 shows the shows how various software and hardware components of the 
PSCT system relate to each other. Dashed arrow lines shown in the figure shows 
dependencies in the direction of arrow. System PSCT talks to camera through driver 
Apogee.dll for establishing camera connection and also for exchanging data back and forth. 
PSCT exchanges data with NT6400.d11 via motion control interface, while NT6400.d11 passes 
the commands of motion control interface to the motor to operate it. The temporary binary 
files collected as a result of CT scan are carried to the cluster via ftp connection. PSCT 
telnets cluster and sends command to cluster to execute reassem program. Reassem 
reassembles temporary binary files into sinograms that are then reconstructed into 3D volume 
file using reconstruction program. This 3D reconstruction of CT Scan is now available to be 
viewed by 3D visualization tool. 
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Figure 3.7 Component Model of Phosphor Screen Computed Tomography System 
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3.4 Software Structure and Implementation 
3.4.1 SoftwaYe Tools and Technology 
The software development environment for Phosphor Screen Computed Tomography 
system is Visual C++ .Net. The High Resolution Data Acquisition System is designed in 
Visual C++ 6.0. Phosphor Screen Computed Tomography system has borrowed significant 
amount of functionality from HRCT and thus the classes in HRCT are ported to .Net 
Environment from Visual C++ 6.0. Microsoft has made many improvements to the ATL and 
MFC libraries since Visual C++ 6.O..Some of these changes break existing code if it is ported 
to 2003 .Net environment. The website www.msdn.microsoft.com served as a very good 
reference to deal with porting from Visual C++ 6.0 to Visual C++ 2003 .Net and to fix the 
code breakage. 
Visual C++ 2003 .NET includes the industry-standard Active Template Library 
(ATL), the Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC) libraries, and standard libraries such as the 
Standard C++ Library, and the C RunTime Library (CRT). We have employed MFC 
Document /View Architecture for the application development. Our application is an MDI —
Multiple Document Interface Application and it makes full use of MFC Document/View 
architecture. 
Document/view applications contain one or more sets of documents, views, and frame 
windows. Documents and views are created by adocument-template object. Document class 
objects, created by document-template objects, manage the application's data. Document 
class objects interact with view objects. View objects represent the client area of a window, 
display a document's data, and allow users to interact with it. In other words view objects 
show data and accept input for a document. In document/view architecture, frame windows 
are windows that contain a view window. They also support having control bars attached to 
them. [ 10] 
The system design is based on object oriented programming techniques. The entities 
in the conceptual design are classes in the implementation. Each class has specific attributes 
and implements certain functions. Other classes borrow functionality by creating objects of 
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the class lending functionality. These concepts are explained in software implementation 
section. The class diagram drawn in the next section shows the relationships and associations 
between different classes. 
3.4.2 Class Diagram 
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Figure 3.8 Class diagram showing classes and relationships between them 
The class diagram shows the relationships between different classes and overall 
software structure, The classes shown in the diagram are discussed in the text that follows. 
All classes borrow functionality from class hardware which is kind of interface between 
motion control, registry and CImage on one end and rest of the software on the other end. 
3.4.3 Camera Setup and Connection 
Class CCameraSetupPage provides an interface to camera for establishing a 
disconnecting and for controlling camera temperature, cooler settings and digitization. The 
functionality of this class is explained below. 
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Connecting to camera 
Function provided for making connection to camera is OnBnClickedButtonRestartQ. 
CCameraSetupPage connects to camera by initializing com library and creating an instance of 
the ICamera2 interface. This instance/object of ICamera2 created is used to access ICamera2 
interface functions whenever the application needs to access any of the camera underlying 
functions. This object is what that differentiates a connection to camera with another. If the 
instance is created successfully, camera is initialized using following method of the interface 
ICamera2. 
Init( [in] Apn_Interface Interface, 
[in] long CamIdOne, 
[in] long CamIdTwo, 
[in] long Option ) 
Here valid values for Apn_Interface are Apn_Interface_NET, for Ethernet cameras 
and Apn_Interface_USB, for USB 2.0 camera systems. In our case the value passed on is 
Apn_Interface_USB. The first identifier, CamIdOne, in case of Ethernet connection is the IP 
address of machine that has been connected to camera where as for USB it is the identifier 
given to camera by the operating system. Second identifier CamIdTwo is a port number in the 
case of Ethernet connection. In the case of USB it is not set and has value 0x0. The third 
identifier, Option, is for future use, and the value passed is 0x0. 
The three basic steps necessary for establishing connection with camera are 
summarized as under. 
Colnitialize( NULL ); 
hr = AltaCamera. Createlnstance( _uuidof( Cameral) ); 
hr =AltaCamera->Init(Apn_Interface_USB, 0, 0x0, 0x0 ); 
After connection is established, the previous camera temperature set point is read 
from registry. For this class CCameraSetupPage creates an object of class CHardware and 
uses that object to access ReadCameraCalib() function of class CHardware to read registry. 
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CHardware provides an interface to registry. For achieving this following lines of code are 
employed. 
pHardWare->ReadCameraCalib(); 
AltaCamera-> CoolerSetPoint=pHardWare-> CanzCal. TempSetPt; 
Function OnBnClickedButtonRestartQ then enables controls on the camera setup page 
for making them available for editing. 
Disconnecting from Camera 
The function written for disconnecting from camera is 
OnBnclickedButtonShutdownQ. This function of class CCameraSetUpPage contains all the 
necessary commands needed to properly close connection with camera. It invokes the Close() 
function of ICamera2 interface using the ICamera2 object created at the time of initiation. 
The function Close() explicitly closes connection to camera and any further calls to Camera 
API can not be made until another Init() is performed. After calling Close() using instance of 
ICamera2, the instance is also set to Null to release memory, and the COM library is un-
initialized. The lines of code written for achieving this are. 
AltaCamera-> Close(); 
AltaCamera =NULL; 
Co Uninitialize(); 
Another check, that this function has, is that it does not let the user close connection 
to camera until and unless camera temperature is set to ambient. The reason for this is to 
avoid damage to camera hardware. This functionality is achieved by checking the truth value 
of boolean variable bHasGonetoAmbient and if it is found to be false then user is requested 
to set the camera temperature to ambient before closing connection to camera. The last step 
taken on camera shutdown is that all the controls on the camera setup page are disabled 
which were used to edit or acquire camera settings/properties. 
Temperature Control 
ICamera2 interface does not implement any functions for controlling camera 
temperature, cooler and fan settings but it provides access to a number of camera properties , 
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that are accessed using the same ICamera2 instance created at the time of initiation. 
Following functions written in code acquire desired temperature control functionality by 
making use of camera properties. 
OnBnClickedButtonSet() is used to set a new camera temperature by employing 
camera property CoolerSetPoint. The line of code employed for this is 
AltaCamera-> CoolerSetPoint=newtemp; 
This function has a check that limits the user from setting camera temperature too 
high or too low thus avoiding damage to the camera. When camera is set to new temperature, 
then registry holding the camera temperature setting is also updated by invoking 
WriteCameraCalibQ function of class CHardware. 
pHardWare-> WriteCameraCalib(); 
OnCbnSelchangeComboFan() is the second function in this category. It controls fan 
setting by using FanMode camera property. The three values this property can have are 
Apn_FanMode_Low , Apn_FanMode_Medium and Apn_FanMode_High. If the desired fan 
setting is low then following line of code is written. 
AltaCamera->FanMode=Apn_FanMode_Low; 
OnBnClickedCheckGotoambient(), third function written sets camera temperature to 
ambient. The property it employs is CoolerSetPoint. The variable that holds information, that 
if camera temperature is set to ambient or not, is also set at this time. 
AltaCamera-> CoolerSetPoint=22.0; 
bHasGonetoAmbient =true; 
OnBnClickedCheckCooleron() is the last function that is written for controlling 
temperature related properties. It turns the cooler on by setting CoolerEnable to true. 
AltaCamera-> CoolerEnable=true; 
Binning and Digitization 
Binning and digitization are important features of PSCT design. The physical aspects 
and usefulness of pixel binning and digitization are explained in section 3.3.2. There two 
digitization option's that program has, one is 12 bit and the other is 16 bits, where as current 
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system design gives 12 binning options. The table below shows what are the various binning 
options and corresponding pixel ranges. 
Binning Pixel Range HxV 
lxl 3072x2048 
2x2 1536x1024 
3x3 1024x682 
4x4 768x512 
5x5 614x409 
6x6 512x341 
7x7 439x292 
8x8 348x256 
1x2 3073x1024 
1x3 3073x682 
2x3 1536x682 
2x4 1536x512 
Table 3.1 Image Acquisition Modes 
The functions written for achieving camera digitization and binning settings also 
reside in class CCameraSetup page. The camera properties employed to get and set binning 
and digitization are listed below along with function names. 
SetBinning() 
Following sequence of lines set the camera binning to 1. 
AltaCamera->RoiBinningH=1; 
lAltaCamera->RoiBinningV=1; 
AltaCamera->RoiPixelsH=3073; 
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Alta Camera->RoiPixelsV=2048; 
SetDigitization() 
Following line of code sets digitization to 12 bits. 
A1taCamera->DataB its=Apn_Resolution_TwelveB it; 
Similarly functions GetBinning() and GetDiQitization return the currently set binning and 
digitization of the camera respectively. 
Timer 
Timer is created as soon as ClassSetupPage dialog is initiated. It updates camera 
status every five seconds as soon as it detects the connection. The following line of code of 
function OnInitDialog() shows creation of timer. 
m_uTimerlD = SetTimer(Ox451, 5000, NULL); 
Function void OnTimer(UINT nIDEvent)  reads following camera properties at intervals of 5 
sec and updates in appropriate fields. 
Actual Camera Temperature is read as follows. 
float szActual( (float)AltaCamera->TempCCD ); 
m_actual =(float)szActual; 
For cooler power following lines of code are executed. 
float szCoolerDrive(AltaCamera->CoolerDrive ); 
m_CoolerPower=szCoolerDrive; 
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Whereas cooler status is checked using following code. 
_bstr_t szCoolerStatus(AltaCamera->CoolerStatus ); 
m_coolerStatus= (char *)szCoolerStatus; 
When Camera Setup page is closed function DestroyWindow() is invoked and 
following line of code is executed that kills the timer. 
KillTimer(m_uTimerlD); 
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Figure 3,9 Camera setup data flow diagram 
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Figure 3.9 shows data flow between class camera setup and other classes and 
interfaces. Class Camera Setup talks to camera via Apogee.dll for establishing connection 
and for reading camera settings like camera status, camera temperature, cooler power, fan 
setting, digitization and binning. It communicates with registry via another class Hardware 
for reading and writing camera temperature set point. 
3.4.4 Image Acquisition and Settings 
This functionality of PSCT is obtained by the class CImgAcgPage. This class deals 
with all the settings of camera needed for image acquisition. Other than making settings for 
acquiring image from camera this class provides two modes of image acquisition. One is 
static image acquisition mode and the other is continuous image acquisition mode. 
This class also lets user make ROI settings for selecting and focusing on a certain region of 
interest. 
Adiustin~ Zoom Factor for Binning 
To keep the display window size same, zoom factor needs to be adjusted for binning. 
The following piece of code is written in claas PCST_View to achieve this functionality. 
zoomFactor = 1.0/(width/614.4); 
width = width ~zoomFactor; 
height = height~zoomFactor; 
winSize = CSize(width, height); 
Acquisition Modes 
Static Acquire 
Function AccAcglmg() is invoked when static image is desired. This function stops 
the continuous acquire, if in progress, and sets the variables of class CHardware, whose 
values inform rest of the system, that if image acquisition is in progress or not and also about 
the type of image acquisition that whether the acquisition is continuous or one time. 
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An instance pHardWare of class CHardware is created that is used to access its 
variables and functions. 
pHardWare->StopLiveGrabO; 
pHardWare->aquireState.aquireEnable =true; 
pHardWare->aquireState.livelmageOn =false; 
pHardWare->m_InAcquire =true; 
This function then downloads image from camera as explained in section Image 
Acquisition Implementation. 
Continuous Acquire 
The difference between static acquire and continuous acquire is that continuous 
acquire continuously acquires image data by using a timer function. The timer is set 
according to the desired binning. A dedicated thread keeps on exposing and downloading 
image after every set number of seconds. The sequence of functions called for continuous 
acquire mode is as follows. 
pHardWare->StartLiveGrab(); 
pHardWare->CreateLiveGrabThreadO; 
pFrame->SetTimer(3,2500,NULL); //The timer is set according to binning. 
pHardWare->LiveGrabFunO; 
To stop the continuous acquire mode following line of code is executed. 
pHardWare->StopLiveGrabO; 
Image Acquisition Implementation 
The Image acquisition is basically same for both modes except for the difference that 
for continuous acquire image keeps on updating every set number of seconds.The image 
acquisition from camera involves following process. First the binned image size is read from 
the camera by following set of code lines. The camera functions and properties are accessed 
by the instance of ICamera2 that was created at the time of connection to camera as was 
explained in section 3.6.2. 
long ImgXSize = (AltaCamera->RoiPixelsH); 
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long InzgYSize = (lAltaCamera->RoiPixelsV); 
Then byte count is calculated and memory is allocated according to the binned image 
size. pBuffer is the buffer that holds data once it is acquired from camera. 
pBuffer= new unsigned short[ ImgXSize * ImgYSize]; 
If an internal error is generated by the camera during read out and FIFO is hung then 
camera can be brought to ready state by resetting it. The following lines of code reset camera 
if it ends up in an error state. But before resetting camera its status should be checked. 
if((AltaCamera->ImagingStatus= =Apn_Status_DataError)) 
Alta Camera->ResetSystemO; 
ResetSystemO is an ICamera2 Interface function, It resets the camera's internal pixel 
processing engines, and then starts the system flushing again. This method may be used by an 
application to attempt to clear an error condition from the device, instead of re-initializing the 
complete system. This method is not destructive. Programmed camera settings will remain 
intact after the method is called. 
The light frame bias is done by another function Expose double duration, Boolean 
Li~ht)of  ICamera2 interface. It takes exposure time and the type of image that is required as 
its parameters. Length of the exposure(s), is in seconds. The valid range for this parameter is 
0.00000256s to 10994.4s The type determines whether the exposure is a light or dark bias 
frame.A light frame requires this parameter to be set to "TRUE", while a dark frame requires 
this parameter to be "FALSE". Following line of code is written to achieve this. 
AltaCamera->Expose(m_exposureTime, true ); 
Prior to retrieving image data from the camera system, application queries the 
ImagingStatus property to determine if the image data is ready to be downloaded. This is 
done by monitoring for a status of Apn_Status_If~tageReady which in numeric form has value 
=3. Incase image data is ready GetImage(long pImagebuffer) function of Interface ICamera2 
is invoked. The pBuffer that we allocated memory to previously is passed as parameter to 
GetImage(long pImageBuffer) function. This previously allocated region of memory fills 
with image data once this function is executed. 
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while (AltaCamera->ImagingStatus != Apn_Status_ImageReady ); 
AltaCamera->Getlmage( (long)pBuffer ); 
After image is copied to another buffer to be displayed, pBuffer is deleted to release 
memory. 
delete [] pBuffer; 
Displaying Image 
The code required to display image has following main steps. Correct binned size of 
image is obtained using following lines of code. 
ImgXSize = (AltaCamera->RoiPixelsH); 
ImgYSize = (AltaCamera->RoiPixelsV); 
Active MDI child window is obtained and active view attached to the active 
MDI child window is acquired. 
AfxGetAppO->OpenDocumentFile(fileStr); 
CMDIFrameWnd *pFrame = (CMDIFrameWnd *)AfxGetAppO->nz~MainWnd; 
CMDIChildWizd *pChild = (CMDIChildWnd *) pFrame-GetActiveFrameO; 
CView*pView = pChild->GetActiveViewO; 
CDocument* 41 =pView->GetDocumentO; 
Clmage object is created to read image in. 
Clmage *img = ((CPS_CTDoc *)pDoc)-> GetlmageO; 
img-> Create(width, height,l6, 0); 
,float* rawdata =img->GetRawlmageOrgO; 
Image is read in new allocated buffer rawdata from pBuffer. 
for (y =0; y < ImgYSize; y++ ) 
for (x =0; x < ImgXSize; x++ )f 
num =*(pBuffer + y * ImgXSize + x ); 
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~rawdata++ =num; 
Pf (num > max) max —num, 
If auto calibration is checked then calibration routine from class CHardware is called. 
pHardware-> Calibratiotz(img); 
Update histogram. 
ROI 
Acquire setting page has a group of controls related to Region of Interest settings. 
These controls are meant to select asub-frame on the imaging area. X Offset and Y Offset 
specify the start X and y positions for the sub-frame. Where as the Width and Height fields 
get filtered as per binning selected and they specify the upper limit of the sub-frame size. 
Their value does not exceed more than the highest number of pixels allowed per binning. 
The value of the offset also has this limit that it can selected up-to the highest number of 
(imaging column/row) -1. These limits are imposed at the time of dialog initiation and re-
imposed whenever data changes. The figure in section 3.4 explains ROI in relation to actual 
imaging area. 
3.4.5 Motion Control 
The software layer architecture for this functionality is provided in section 3.3.1. The 
implementation of this functionality lies in class CAT6000. Class CAT6000 encapsulates the 
common operations on the AT6000 indexer. Motion control is programmed by Lu Haifu[11]. 
the reference contains the implementation details of this class. PSCT interfaces with 
AT6000. 
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3.4.6 System and Camera Calibration 
System calibration 
System Calibration page keeps record of three physical hand measured parameters 
related to system alignment and calibration. These parameters are used during the scan 
process and CT reconstruction. These parameters are read from registry and if edited using 
this page then they are updated in registry. The three parameters that are accessed and 
updated through this screen are as follows. 
TotalD = It is the total distance between xray source and xray detection screen. 
PixelSize = It is the physical size of pixel on the detector. 
SrcToSampleD = It is the distance between xray source and the sample. 
The registry is updated using following functions of class CHardware. The functions 
employed to read and write registry are as under. 
pHardWare->ReadSystemCalibO; 
pHardWare-> WriteSystemCalibO; 
The connection to registry is opened as under. 
HKEY hKeyl ; 
LONG lRetCode; 
lRetCode = RegOpenKeyEx(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, 
SOFTWARE\~PS_CT\\Calibration ",NULL, KEY QUERY VALUE, &hKeyl ); 
The registry is read like this 
ReadlniValue( hKeyl , "TotalD ", NULL, &t, (unsigned char ~)infoString, &leng); 
sscanf(infoString, "°Iof", &SysCal.TotalD); 
The registry is written using code as under. 
sprintf(infoString, "%f", SysCal.TotalD); 
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RegSetValueEx(IzKeyl, "TotalD", NULL, REG_SZ, (unsigned char ~`)infoString, 
((CString)infoString). GetLengtlZO); 
The connection to registry is closed as under. 
RegCloseKey(hKeyl ); 
Camera Calibration 
In order to calibrate an image obtained from the camera of certain binning and 
digitization we must have flat and dark images of the combination of binning and digitization 
available on hard disk. The flat and dark images of certain binning and digitization are 
obtained using OnBnClickedButtonAcquire()function of class CCameraCalibration. The 
image acquisition technique implemented in OnBnClickedButtonAcquire(}is similar with the 
one described in section 3.6.3 except for differences mentioned in following sections. 
Dark Image acquisition 
Dark Image acquisition is just like normal image acquisition except for the difference 
that the function Expose( double Duration, bool Light) of ICamera2 interface is passed false 
as its second argument to obtain a dark frame. 
The following line of code is written to achieve this. 
AltaCamera->Expose( m_exposureTime, false ); 
Also Image is integrated a graeter number of times. That image is acquired from 
registry via class CHardware. 
Flat Image acquisition 
Flat image acquisition is just like normal image acquisition except for the fact that 
image is integrated a greater no of times. That number is read from registry via class 
CHardware. 
Camera Calibration Algorithm 
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The binning and digitization of the image to be calibrated are obtained and based on 
that the filenames for corresponding flat and dark files are acquired. The hard disk directory 
is searched for the presence of dark and flat images of the normal image that is to be 
calibrated. The path of the directory to be searched is read from registry via class CHardware. 
The lines of code used for this search are as under. 
ifstream infile; 
infile.open (imageFileName); 
Here the imageFileName is the file to be searched in the directory. If file is not found 
then system generates error that flat/dark files do not exist. Other wise memory is allocated 
for the flat and dark files and they are read in computer ram. 
Clmage * flat image= new Clmage(imageFileName, type); 
Clmage * dark image= new Clmage(imageFileName, type); 
Following algorithm is executed for the calibration of selected image. 
(for 0->w and 0->h) 
value = flat_ijnage->Getlndex(i,j) - dark image->Getlndex(i,j); 
if (value < 0) value = 1; 
sum += value; 
sum =sum / (h x w); 
if(sum < = 0.0) sum = 1.0; 
(for 0->w and 0->h) 
value = img->Getlndex(i,j) - dark image->Getlndex(i,.j); 
flat_minus_dark flat image->Getlndex(i,j)- dark image->Getlndex(i,j); 
if(flat_minus_dark<=0) flat_minus_dark=l.0; 
value =value *sum /flat_minus_dark; 
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3.4.7 CT Scan 
The implementation of image acquisition, image calibration and image display are 
same for CT Scan as described in section 3.6.3 and section 3.6.5. Some new functionalities 
that get introduced under this category are acquiring scan settings, establishing connection 
with cluster using ftp connect for uploading temporary binary files, creating binary files or ct 
files for local save and running reassem program on the cluster. All these new functionalities 
and the ones described in previous sections that are employed by CT scan are knit together to 
accomplish Phosphor Screen CT scan using function CTSCANQ of class CAutoScanPage. 
CT Scan Settings 
Scan Parameters  The scan parameters entered through this screen are saved in CTScanStruct 
of class CHardware and from there they are made available for function CTSCAN() of class 
CAutoScanPage for accomplishing scan. 
The CT Scan structure is listed as under. 
typedef struct CTScanStruct[ 
int scantype; 
int startRow; 
f Zoat rotateDeg; 
int slicelnterval; 
int sliceNum; 
int bandNum; 
float acgDelay; 
CString filePrefix; 
char m_sPath[100]; 
char extensionName[10]; 
float pixelSize; 
int alignRow; 
float COR; 
bool calibrate; 
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double m_exposureTime; 
~~ 
Setup Image  This functionality is of acquiring image, calibrating if auto scan option is 
checked and of displaying image on set up view. The details are similar that of sections 3.6.3 
and 3.6.5. 
Display/UnDisplay  This button deals with displaying or removing no of slices selected and 
bands on the screen, The CT scan data can be collected in two ways, either in bands or in full 
image, A band consists of group of slices of successive cross-sections of the sample. In the 
set up image the blue line is used to mark the location of the beginning cross section of a 
band. The white lines following the blue represent remaining cross setions in the band. The 
slices of cross sections in a same band are collected together at the same time as the sample 
rotates through the CT Scan. [7] 
Local Save/Cluster Save The data can be saved on linux cluster or on local drive. Incase data 
is to be saved on local machine, the path field becomes enable and the path of local directory 
that becomes the destination of data is entered, In this scenario after scan data is written as 
ascii CT files to the local directory using class CCTFile. 
If cluster save option is selected then a dialog box opens that establishes ftp-connection with 
cluster. The user is required to enter the username and password and also specify 
filename/path of the directory that becomes destination on cluster. This ftp connection is 
obtained by class CFTPConnect. And the temporary binary files generated as a result of the 
Scan are written using class CTempFile. 
CT Scan and AutoScanPa~e Once button Start Scan is clicked control moves to the page 
Auto Scan Page that displays the progress and status of scan. Class AutoScanPage contains 
numerous functionality but can be abbreviated its most important function CTSCAN(). This 
is the function that pulls together all the strings of CT Scan and makes it happen. 
Ct Scan is achieved in following steps. 
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Scan parameters are read from structure CTScanStruct of class CHardware using instance 
pHardware. 
alignRow = pHardWare->scanParameters.alignRow; 
Instances of classes CTFile and TempFile are created. 
CCTFile ctfile; 
CTempFile tempfile; 
If isSaveLocal option is true then new CT file is created and the scan parameters are 
passed to it otherwise new temp file is created and scan parameters are passed to it. 
Scan step is set to 
m_nScanStep = bandNum *360.0/rotateDeg; 
The function SetPositionMode(axis a, flag f) of class CAT6000 is called to set the 
position mode. The following line of code illustrates that. 
motor->SetPositionMode(1,1); 
Before starting every band motor position is set to zero. Here the rotation axis has 
identification number equal to 1 in registry therefore the SetPositionZero(axis a) function of 
class CAT6000 is passed value zero, so that- rotary axis can be reset to zero. 
,for(itit i = 0; i<bandNum; i++) 
motor->SetPositionZero(1); 
The MoveAxis(int axis,double distance)function of class autoScan page is passed 
values telling that Move rotary axis to zero. 
MoveAxis(0, 0); 
Motor is moved 360.0/rotaeDeg no of times and for each movement image is acquired and 
written to either CTFile in case of local save or written to TempFile in case of cluster save 
option. Here grabBuff is the buffer that holds image data. 
for(irtt k=0; k<360.0/rotateDeg; k++) 
grabBuff =Acglmage(); 
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if(isSaveLocal == true) ctfile.CopyBand(grabBuff) 
else tenapfile. CopyBand(grabBuff) 
Once the image is written to the file it is displayed in the view window. And once display is 
over it is deleted to release memory. 
Displaylmage(g~abBuff); 
if(displayOver) 
delete [] gr~abBuff;~ 
grabBuff =NULL; 
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CHAPTER 4 3D IMAGE ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING 
4.1 Blob Identification and characterization 
4.1.1 Introduction 
While the human eye is readily able to recognize individual objects in a cluster of 
multiple objects, this function is not simple to implement in an automated algorithm. The 
need to have separation of objects in a group comes from requirements of calculating average 
sizes, shapes and distributions. We present a means to handle a subset of these data sets, 
namely those which can be separated by some criteria. In our case CT slice number. 
A blob (binary large object) is an area of touching pixels with the same logical state. 
All pixels in an image that belong to a blob are in a foreground state, All other pixels are in a 
background state. In a binary image, pixels in the background have values equal to zero while 
every nonzero pixel is part of a binary object [ 1 ]. In general, blobs are thought of as group of 
contiguous pixels that have the similar intensity. 
Blob analysis carried out by us identifies blobs i.e., regions of connected pixels 
meeting a threshold condition, in a 3 Dimensional image file and makes selected 
measurements of those blobs, This analysis does several things, first an identification of a 
blob region, second simple analysis of blob properties and third a means to separate several 
overlapping blobs into separate features. 
Properties The analysis is used to find statistical information-such as the size in terms of 
number of voxels, total number of blobs, location, and presence of blob regions. It is also 
used to calculate overall blob porosity and individual volume of blobs. The histogram plotted 
showing the number of blobs as a function of size gives the size distribution of blobs in given 
threshold. Smaller size blobs or very large connected clusters of voxels can be eliminated, to 
either remove noise and scattering at the edges, or in the case of X-Ray CT data cone beam 
hardening effects at the surface of sample. 
Blob Isolation The algorithm implemented also conducts erosion operations to separate out 
overlapping or closely connected blobs, Erosion removes the boundary of blobs a selected 
number of times thus separating the merging regions. This action can be followed by dilation 
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to replace the lost information. The statistical information found is saved in text format as 
well as written as a 3D Image file to be available for viewing and further analysis. 
The blob analysis tool implemented by us is illustrated on a study of porous soil 
structures. It is used to measure pore sizes, connectivity of pores in the structure, pore 
percentage as a function of volume. It also illustrates spatial distribution of pores and effects 
of loads on porosity migration. 
4.1.2 AZgoYithm Implementation 
Finding Neighbor 
To identify a blob in a given sample space is actually a goal of identifying a regions) 
of connected pixels having same threshold in the given sample space. The objective is 
achieved by loading file of voxels in the ram of computer and scanning it sequentially 
starting from the first pixel of the first row in the first column of first slice. The key concept 
is to look at each voxel meeting the threshold criteria and determine if it has a neighbor in the 
last row or in the last column or in the last slice that has also met the threshold criteria. If for 
the voxel any of the conditions just listed are found to be true then it means that the voxel 
belongs to the same blob that its found neighbor belongs. While easy to state, to implement it 
a number of special cases and conditions must be examined and treated. 
Whenever a voxel is found meeting threshold criteria, then it is assigned a blob 
number, must get a blob number, identifying it as part of an object. This implies that all 
voxels in the same blob have same blob number. To be brief giving a blob an identification 
number is a way of telling the entity a voxel belongs to. 
If the voxel is found to have neighbors, then it gets the identification number of its 
neighbors. Here there are special cases. What if the neighbors do not have same identification 
number? Who does this voxel belong to now? Do all neighbors have different identification 
numbers? If the three neighbors (neighbor in the last row, neighbor in the last column and 
neighbor in the last slice) have different identification numbers then it means the current 
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voxel is the one that happens to be connecting the three branches of one blob. All the three 
branches or pieces of this blob should be re-identified and should have one identification 
number. 
On the other hand if the voxel under consideration does not have any neighbors 
meeting threshold criteria then, it means it is the first voxel of a new blob, and we generate a 
new identification for it and label it with it. These concepts related to checking conditions at 
the time of deciding the existence of neighbours and determination of voxel identity are 
summarized below. 
1. None of the neighbors exist, that is the voxel at the left, the voxel below and the voxel 
neighboring the current voxel in last slice do not meet the desired threshold, There 
fore the current voxel gets a new identification number. See the voxels that are 
checked for presences in Figure 4.3 
2. Only one neighbor of the voxel exists out of the above mentioned neighbors then the 
current voxel gets the identification number of the neighbor found and is identified as 
being part of the blob to which the neighbor belongs. 
3. Any two neighbors of the current voxel exist and their identification numbers are 
same. In this case the current voxel gets the identification number of its neighbors. 
4. Any two neighbors exist but their identification numbers are different and they are 
part of different blobs. It means the current voxel is actually connecting them there 
fore members of one of the blobs get the identification number of the other blob and 
the current voxel also get the identification number of the blob that did not get its 
members re-identified. Now the two blobs and current voxel all have same 
identification number and are members of one blob. 
5. All three neighbors of the current voxel exist and all have same identification number 
then current the voxel gets identification number of its neighbors. 
6. All three neighbors of the current voxel exist and all of them have different 
identification numbers, means they belong to different blobs then they get 
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identification number of one of the blobs and the current voxel also gets the 
identification number of that blob. 
7. All three neighbors exist and two of them have same identification number and 
belong to one blob then the third neighbor and its parent blob get identified as the 
other blob and so is the current voxel. 
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Figure 4.1 A voxel and its neighbors in 3D space 
Figure 4.2 The front ,right and bottom neighbors of a voxel 
Figure 4.1 shows the enlarged 3D view of the voxel in relation with its neighbors. 
Figure 4.1 (a) shows what six neighbors a voxel can have. There is a neighbor in the front 
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slice, one in the back slice, there are neighbors on top and bottom and similarly on right and 
left. For identifying a blob we only consider neighbors Figure 4.1 (b) shows three slices each 
having 9 voxels, with 3 voxels per row. All the dark voxels in the Figure 4.1 (b) are the 
nearest neighbors of a voxel. Figure 4.2 shows what are the neighbors we really need to 
worry about. 
Summary of the key steps. 
1, Filter data meeting threshold criteria. 
2. For each voxel meeting threshold criteria check for presence of neighbor in the last 
column, last row and last slice. Figure 4.3 shows the neighbors under consideration. 
3. Based on the identification numbers of neighboring voxels determine the blob 
identification number to which the current voxel belongs and label it accordingly. 
4. If the neighbors of current voxel belong to different blobs and, because of the current 
voxel, they are merging then, redo labeling acknowledging all the branches as one 
blob. 
5. If current voxel does not have any neighbors then assign it a new blob identification 
number, it being the first member of the new blob. 
6. Once the algorithm has traversed through whole data set all connected voxels get one 
blob identification number and different blobs can be differentiated from each other 
based on this number. 
Figure 4.3 Voxel neighbors checked for the presence 
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Counting and Elimination 
1. This piece of code counts size of each blob. 
2. Based on elimination criteria, it identifies the blobs that lie in the specified size range 
and ignores below and above that size range. 
3. It makes a list of all selected blob identification numbers. 
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Figure 4,4 Images before and after running elimination and counting algorithm 
The fields in interface show the blob counts for before and after. The bottom image of 
3D soil sample is obtained when blob algorithm is run with eliminate below equal to 50. The 
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`Intensity Range' group box fields on interface are for entering threshold. The `Eliminate' 
group box fields are for selecting a size range for blobs in output volume file. 
Erosion dilation radio button group with `# of Times' field is for erosion dilation aselected 
number of times. The `Total Blobs', `Execution Time' and histogram are output display only 
controls. The algorithm runs when `Identify Blobs' button is clicked after making selections. 
Erosion 
1. For each voxel the presence of six neighbors i.e, left, right, top, bottom, front and 
back is checked. If a voxel has six neighbors then, the voxel does not lie at the 
boundary, Figure 4.5 explains this concept. 
2. In case a voxel does not have all six neighbors, then it is part of blob boundary. For 
the particular voxel boundary flag is set to true. 
vox_array[index]. b =true; 
3. All the voxels that do not have boundary flag set are copied at another location and 
previous location of identified blobs in memory is discarded thus eliminating 
boundary, 
4. This process of elimination of boundary can be repeated selected number of times 
depending on input from user. 
Missing neighbor, 
therefore it is a 
boundary voxel. 
All six neighbors are present 
there fore it is not a boundary 
voxel. 
Figure 4.5 Boundary detection concept 
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Figure 4.6 The before and after images of erosion algorithm 
It is a scan of neri beads. See how the image on the right illustrates the separation of 
two connecting beads after running erosion once. The erosion also removed noise around the 
beads. 
Figure 4.7 Results of applying erosion two and three times 
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In Figure 4.7 the left image is obtained by running erosion 2 times on neri bead scan 
volume file where as the right image is a result of running erosion thrice. Erosion can be 
considered as peeling onions. Each execution of erosion removes one layer of onion skin. 
If now the blob algorithm is run again on eroded data shown in Figure 4.7 we see that 
the number of blobs increase as the erosion separated blobs and their sizes are smaller as 
peeling of the outer layer actually decreased the total number of voxels in a blob. 
Dilation
1. This algorithm identifies boundary using the same logic as in erosion. 
2. It then looks at neighboring locations i.e, left, right, top, bottom, front and back of 
boundary voxels and calculates indices of missing neighbors of the boundary voxels. 
3. The indices calculated for new boundary are used to add voxels in original voxel 
array, thus adding a new boundary to the blobs and dilating them. 
4. This process of addition of boundary can be repeated selected number of times 
depending on input from user. But it should be done less than the number of times 
erosion done on same data set. 
There should be a check on dilation algorithm that it should not allow user to dilate a 
sample greater or equal to the number of times erosion is done on the sample. If it happens 
the dilation of the sample may start replacing actual information and in case of unbound 
successive dilations the data can flow out of the memory allocated to hold dilation results 
causing program crash. 
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Missing neighbors 
replaced 
Dilation determines the boundary elements 
just like erosion and then replaces the 
missing neighbors. 
Figure 4a8 Illustrating dilation algorithm 
Figure 4e9 The before and after images of dilation 
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See how dilation has added more mass to the image on right. Notice encircled areas 
for boundary addition. The purpose of dilation /erosion operations is to separate touching 
objects into distinct blobs. The erosion effectively does this. However the volume of each 
blob is now reduced, in some cases significantly. The dilation operation provides a means to 
restore the blob volume to a condition nearer the actual. 
Size Distribution 
Blobs found in a data set can range from 1-2 voxels size to millions of voxels. 
Figure 4.10 Sample and its histogram display 
Blob size distribution histogram shows in a glimpse that what size is preponderant in 
a given data set or in other words what are the blob sizes a data set is generally composed of. 
The high number of small size blobs corresponds to the noise and presence of scattering 
information around the edges of sample. Setting the `eliminate below' to 50 or less can 
eliminate this noise. But some times the sample may be composed of very small size gravel 
like sand particles. The distribution for such sample will be different and its histogram will 
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be understood differently. Rom the histogram in Figure 4.10 it is clear that smaller size blobs 
i.e., having number of voxels less than 50 are preponderant and blobs having size greater than 
100 are very few, with 2125 voxel size being the biggest blob 
Vol and Text Output Files 
The results of running blob algorithm are displayed as histogram and saved as a vol 
file to make it available for 3D visualization and further analysis. Various statistical 
information is recorded as ~.blb on the hard disk. 
The neri 003.b1b looks like: 
Associated VOL File neri 003. vol 
Intensity Range = 1503 - 3992 
# of Blobs = 1 S 
# of Erosion = 1 
ID =1, #voxels= 10536 
ID =2, #voxels= 12752 
ID =3, #voxels= 7856 
ID =4, #voxels= 14546 
ID =5, #voxels= 11139 
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4.2 Hot Pixel Correction 
4.2.1 Introduction 
The technical term hot or wat~i~ pixel refers to a CCD characteristic which can be 
observed at long exposure times, e.g., exposure time > 3s, but the exposure time actually 
varies from chip to chip. If images are recorded with such a long exposure time, it can be 
observed that single pixels seem to be much brighter than the surrounding area. If a dark 
image (closed optical input) at this long exposure time is recorded, at the same positions 
bright pixels can be seen, the so called warm or hot pixels. Physically this false image 
information is due to charge leakages, within the CCD image sensor chip, which are 
randomly distributed over the chip, but fixed in position for each chip. Further more the 
amount and intensity increases with increasing temperature. As they are part of the nature of 
a CCD-chip, they can not be prevented but have to be considered in case of long exposure 
times for image processing [5]. The reason `hot pixel' artifacts need to be dealt with is due to 
the difficulty in removing them from a data set otherwise. Their effect on the analysis distorts 
the information obtained from 3D CT data scan. 
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Figure 4.12 Ring artifact and corresponding plot showing gray scale deviation 
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The hot pixels have gray level that considerably varies from surrounding pixels, and 
therefore, causes them to appear as rings or exhibit ring artifacts in X-Ray CT Scan, see 
Figure 4.12. 
In X-ray CT ring artifacts are caused by imperfect detector elements such as a gain 
error at a specific position in the detector array. They appear on CT images as a number of 
concentric rings superimposed on the structures being scanned. As the grey levels in the 
reconstructed images are influenced by these ring artifacts, quantitative analysis becomes a 
major problem. Moreover, post processing such as noise reduction or image segmentation is 
significantly hampered by the presence of such artifacts. There are many causes for the 
appearance of ring artifacts, but all of them are associated with individual pixel response. In 
worst case, if some detector elements show severely reduced performance due to 
manufacturing defects, ring artifacts show up as circles with no gray level difference. [6] 
Figure 4.13 shows a dead pixel on the detector screen. These permanent artifacts can 
be removed from the data collection by making a map of them for limited numbers of these 
`dead pixels', neighboring pixel values can be averaged and placed in the image for these 
defective pixels. However some pixels don't have a permanent rogue behavior. These hot 
pixels introduce sever ring artifacts, see Figure 4.12. 
Figure 4.13 Dead pixel on the detector 
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The hot/rogue pixel correction program is made part of reconstruction program. 
Reconstruction is explained in section 2.3. 
8 
Pixels 
Figure 4.14 Sinogram showing a hot pixel 
The hot pixel program is run for each CT slice as a preprocessing step before the CT 
reconstruction is done. When Sinogram data is opened by reconstruction program for 
reconstruction, it prompts the user whether the user wants to correct data for rogue pixels or 
not. In the case that user wants to, the program prompts user for permissible deviation 
criteria. If pixels are found to have gray scale beyond the allowed amount of deviation (i.e., 
entered by user) and the deviation is found to be either greater, than all the neighboring pixels 
or less than all the neighboring pixels then the gray scale of faulty pixel is replaced by 
corrected value. Numerical details of permissible deviation criteria are in next section. Briefly 
the allowed amount of deviation is actually the allowed amount of average difference 
between the values in the data and is obtained by multiplying the floating number user enters 
with the standard deviation of data. 
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4.2.2 Concepts and Algorithm Implementation 
In probability and statistics, the standard deviation is the most commonly used 
measure of statistical dispersion. Simply put, it measures how spread out, the values in a data 
set are. 
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Figure 4,15 Illustrating error by computing standard deviation 
The standard deviation is defined as the square root of the variance. This means it is the root 
mean square (RMS) deviation from the average. It gives us a non negative measure of 
dispersion. Figure 4.I5 shows the range of one standard deviation (6) away from mean and 
also the range of two standard deviation away from mean that is 2 6 by drawing vertical lines 
on the normal curve. 
The method we have employed for filtering out rogue pixels depends on calculating 
standard deviation of the data set. Based on standard deviation for each projection and 
looking at the gray scale of neighboring pixels, we can determine if the pixel is bad enough 
and meets the criteria of being replaced. The gray scale of deviated pixel is replaced by the 
average of the gray scales of its neighboring pixels. 
The details of the algorithm are as follows. 
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1. Allocate memory to data structures w[x] [y], n[x] [y], and d[x]. Here x is number of 
pixels in each slice and y is number of projections of the CT Scan. 
Where w[x][y]is workslice that holds data to be edited, n[x][y] is the noise in the slice 
for each pixel and is recorded as the deviation of gray scale of a pixel from its four 
neighboring pixels, where as d[x], the deviation stripis the root mean square of 
deviation /noise at each pixel in the slice. 
2. Detrending actual data by predicted value. This is the calculation of noise in each 
pixel and is calculated as how much is each pixel deviated from its four neighboring 
pixels in the slice. 
Figure 4.16 Neighboring Pixels Included In Deviation Calculation for each Pixel 
for y 0 -> ntheta 
for x 0 -> nx 
n[x,y]=6*w[x,y]-(5~~(w[x-1 ] [y]+w[x+ 1 ] [y])-2~~(w[x-2] [y]+w[x+2] [Y])) 
3. Calculating deviation strip that is total RMS deviation per pixel. 
for y 0 -> ntheta 
forx0->nx 
d[x]=d[x] + (n[x][Y]*n[x][Y]) 
for x 0 to nx 
d[x]=sgrt(d[x]/(ntheta-1)); 
4. Calculating standard deviation of RMS. 
Mean 
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for x 0 to nx 
mean=mean+d[x] 
mean=mean/nx; 
Standard Deviation 
for x 0 to nx 
stddev=stddev+( [d[x]-mean]`[d[x]-mean] ) 
stddev=sgrt(stddev/[nx-1 ]) 
5. Checking if the pixel meets deviation criteria or not if yes then update pixel value. 
Dev criteria: If for every projection dev is greater than the allowed error ~ standard 
deviation and the gray scale of pixel under consideration is either greater than or 
smaller than all rest of the four neighbors then replace pixel gray scale by the average 
of its neighbors. 
for x 0 to nx 
If (Id[x]-meanl> (errTol~`stddev))& (d[x ] > [d[x+1] & d[x-1] & d[x+2] & d[x-
2]) II [d[x] < [d[x+1] & d[x-1] & d[x+2] & d[x-2]) 
Then 
for y 0 to ntheta 
w[x,y]=(w[x-1,y] + w[x+l,y])/2.0 
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Figure 4.17 The before and after images of hot pixel correction application. 
The image on left has an obviously damaging ring artifact. The image after 
application shows complete removal of ring. 
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Figure 4.1 S Graphically showing before and after gray scale versus pixel location 
See how the gray scale has changed in image after correction application. 
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4.3 Percentage Porosity Analysis 
4.3.1 Introduction 
Finding porosity percentage is a means of analyzing sample by acquiring useful 
information such as the concentration of material per cubic volume and the internal structure 
of the sample. The algorithm written for finding porosity percentage automatically for a 
specified volume of the sample makes use of an octree data structure for dividing the data 
volume in smaller units and for storing porosity information. 
The algorithm automatically divides a given volume into eight cubes to the selected 
number of levels. It is possible to subdivide cubes upto six levels. The algorithm takes 
threshold criteria as input which provides a range of intensity for which the percentage is 
determined. The threshold can be set so that it discriminates the intensity of pores from rest 
of the material thus calculates percentage porosity. On the other hand threshold criteria can 
be set to find gravel or some other material percentage, The percentage is determined using 
following formula: 
% = n/N 
n =Number of voxels falling within the set intensity threshold 
N =Total number of voxels 
This information is then used to write 3D volume file, where the percentage of 
porosity or what ever threshold is selected, becomes the gray scale of the voxel in 3D data 
volume file, The as location x, y , z of the voxel gets a value in proportion with the location 
of cube in the sample. The resulting output file is of considerable smaller size and can be 
used for later viewing and analysis. Statistical information is also sent to the flat file i.e., 
y`.octree. 
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4.3.2 Algorithm Implementation 
The data structure selected for dividing the data volume in smaller units and finding 
porosity percentage of each smaller unit is octree. An octree is a data structure to represent 
objects in the three-dimensional space, automatically grouping them hierarchically and 
avoiding the representation of empty portions of the space. It subdivides space recursively 
into eight cubes, each of which may be subdivided into eight subcubes, and so on. 
The first octree node is the root cell, see Figure 4.19, which is an array of eight 
contiguous elements, Each of these elements can point to another block of eight contiguous 
elements, where each one can point to another block of eight contiguous elements and so 
forth, until a certain maximum number of levels is reached. The last level is the leaf level 
where the leaf elements or voxels are stored. 
Figure 4,19 Octree illustration 
Figure 4.19 shows division of the cube sample into eight smaller cubes up to level 5. 
See how the root level which is yellow is divided in eight small cubes where green is one of 
them. 
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Figure 4.20 Octree cube and tree illustration up-to level 2 
The percentage porosity analysis algorithm is narrated as under. 
1. A data structure type Octreenode is defined that has six integers as its members, for 
holding start and end values of a cube in terms of x, y and z coordinates in 3D space. 
2. Six objects of structure Octreenode are created that store x,y,z location of child nodes 
upto six levels. 
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3. The algorithm is run for selected number of levels that the user can select from octree 
control. 
4. The algorithm runs beginning at highest level, i.e., 0. At the level 0 it makes record of 
the volume of cube by reading vol file dimensions and calculates number of voxels 
meeting threshold criteria entered by user. Then it calculates the percentage of voxels 
meeting threshold criteria. The dimensions of volume at a specific node of a specific 
level, the total number of voxels meeting threshold criteria within this node and 
percentage of these voxels as compared to the total volume of the cube when 
calculated becomes the first line of information of the octree.txt file. 
5. For level 1, algorithm divides the cube volume at level 0 into eight smaller cubes by 
employing an algorithm that is already part of the 3d visualization program. It is 
attached as Appendix A. 
6. For each smaller cube obtained as a result at level 1, the start and end x, y and z 
locations are stored in a data structure. Then percentage porosity is calculated for each 
cube as described in step 4. The percentage calculations for cubes follow the order as 
shown in figure 4.3.5. The information gets written in similar fashion in the octree.txt 
file. Eight such lines are written for level 1 as there are eight cubes/nodes at level 1. 
The code lies with in a `for loop' that runs eight times. 
7. The number of layers selected by user is checked at this point and if user selection 
goes beyond level 1 then each cube defined in last step is further subdivided in eight 
cubes and x, y, z location information corresponding to these eight cubes/nodes is 
stored in a data structure and percentage calculations are done. This is done for the 
time being only for the first cube of level 1 and it is checked if the number of layers 
selected by user go beyond level 2 then the first cube of level 2 is further subdivided 
in eight cubes, that becomes the level 3 and x, y, z location information for these eight 
cubes is saved. This pattern of filling data structures with node x, y, z location 
information is shown in figure 4.21. 
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8. The next cube of each level starting from level 1 takes its turn only when all the 
children of last cube up-to the lowest selected level have already been divided and 
percentage calculations corresponding to them have been recorded in file. This is 
better understood by the fact that for each level there is only one data structure that 
stores the children of the selected node. level get their turn only when the data 
structure for that level becomes available to be rewritten. 
9. As mentioned earlier for each cube/node one line gets written in the text file that 
carries location of the cube and the percentage of voxels found in that cube. Once the 
whole data structure is traversed and the text file is completely written then this 
information is used to write 3d volume file where as percentage becomes the gray 
scale of the voxel in 3D data volume file where as location x, y, z of the voxel gets 
value in proportion with the location of cube/node in the sample. 
Figure 4.21 The order octree division follows 
The cubes 1, 2, 3 and 4 are in front where as the cubes 5, 6, 7 and 8 are the back ones. 
1, 2, 5 and 6 are the bottom ones where as 3, 4, 7 and 8 are the top ones. 
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Figure 4.22 Octree division sequence illustrated 
The red arrows in Figure 4.22 show the path algorithm takes. Black arrows show the 
returning path, When eight children of a node are computed then control returns to the next 
sibling of the node incase the children of the node are at lowest level. 
The Figure 4.22 shows the idea of memory conservation. The root level is divided 
into eight cubes. The big red oval at level 1 shows that this is the division that happens first 
of all. After this the first child of root level 1 divides into eight cubes and constitutes the 
second level. All the siblings of the current node in root level 1 do not divide yet. The first 
child of the first child of root at level 1 divides itself into eight cubes, And the control returns 
to the second child of the first child of root node at first level. Then the second of the first 
divides it self and this division in similar fashion goes on. Idea is that at each level at one 
time, location of only eight cubes is held in the memory. When they get written down then 
the same data storage is used to hold the location of next eight cubes. The division is not run 
in parallel to avoid memory consumption and running into problems of memory shortage. 
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CHAPTER 5 PROGRAM EXECUTION AND RESULTS 
This chapter presents results of CT scan run on various samples using phosphor 
screen CT system. It also discusses the execution procedures and user interface. The results 
of running 3D analysis algorithms are also presented. 
5.1 Phosphor Screen Computed Tomography System 
Scans for a ceramic filter and soil sample are used as an illustration of the 3D CT scan 
system developed. The ceramic filter is used as an air pollution filter and removes carbon 
soot residuals from off-gas. The critical point to note about this sample is the average size of 
air pores in the filter walls and its distribution pattern. Air pores that are two small or too 
large would compromise the efficiency and finally compromise use of the filter. The entire 
filter is about 140 mm in diameter and 150 mm in height. HRCT was employed to scan a 
piece of filter in order to study the average size distribution of pores. At 10 micron pixel size 
HRCT could tell the average size distribution and general pattern but it the whole sample 
can't fit in HRCT field of view and individual flaws could not be examined. . Figure 5.1 
shows the air filter and the 
~ ~~;~=~' 
Place where the 
filter piece was 
cut to be scanned 
by HRCT 
Figure 5.1 A sample of automobile air pollution filter 
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The user interface is discussed and presented in the sequence as it is employed during 
CT scan. First the connection to camera is made through camera setup screen and after 
connection camera and cooler settings are adjusted as required. Camera settings that can be 
adjusted are digitization and camera temperature. The controls used for these settings are 
`Digitization' and `New (C )' . Cooler can be turned on or off by cooler control check box 
that is `Cooler On', where as speed of fan is selected using field `Fan Setting'. The check box 
`Go to Ambient' sets camera temperature to ambient, it is employed to waidgi up camera. 
Camera is cooled to have better image quality as heated camera can make photons heat and 
radiate energy that appears as bright spots on the images taken through camera. When 
disconnecting the camera is brought back to room temperature by using check box `Go to 
Ambient' . 
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Figure 5.2 Camera setup screen 
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User selects appropriate binning, digitization and exposure time and either acquires 
static image by clicking on button `Start Acquire' or gets real time image using button 
`Continuous Acquire' . `Shutter' and `Cooler Temp (C )' indicate about current camera and 
cooler states. Shutter status closed means an image is not being downloaded. Shutter should 
have state `Open' when an image download is in progress. Real time image updates every 
few seconds depending on the exposure time and binning mode selected. The binning takes 
the values of several pixels and combines them into one pixel. The result is a smaller image 
which takes less time to download. 
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The Figure 5.4 shows continuous acquire of an image. The histogram updates with 
each new image. The exposure time and X-ray intensity are adjusted to have the right clarity 
and brightness of image. For each binning mode these are different and with the help of 
histogram it is determined that for a certain exposure time image should not get over 
saturated. 
The next screen that comes in play is CT Scan Setting page, it is shown in Figure 5.5. 
It has all the CT Scan setting controls. Binning and exposure time can be changed from here. 
The binning selected controls the image size and so the final 3D data set size and its spatial 
resolution. 
It is very important to calibrate images downloaded from the camera. The reason is 
that the pixels on the camera detector show different response to light. To have them give 
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uniform response we calibrate them by subtracting this factor of response variation from the 
images taken. There is a hot key on the tool bar that calibrates downloaded image if clicked. 
In case `Auto Calibration' check box is selected each image taken from the camera is first 
calibrated automatically and then displayed. The number of slices and the slice interval are 
selected based on the requirement of having amount of area scanned and the desired 
resolution respectively. Local save or cluster save option is picked as desired. If cluster save 
option is picked then on scan start another dialog opens that lets user make ftp connection to 
the cluster. 
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Figure 5.6 shows the scan control page. The frame at the right shows message, that 
the scan is over. This frame displays various messages during scan and gives the status of the 
scan. 
The frame at the bottom of the screen shows error messages and display infol~iiation 
related to scan completion. It displays message when reassem is invoked at the cluster and 
gives file transfer information. 
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Figure 5.6 Scan control page 
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Camera calibration is achieved by acquiring flat and dark images of the required 
binning mode. The screen used for this is camera calibration and it is shown in Figure 5.7 
User selects flat or dark for the desired image, selects appropriate binning, digitization and 
exposure time and clicks on `Image Acquire' to download image. 
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Figure 5.7 Camera Clibration Screen 
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Figure 5.8 Image before calibration 
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The exposure time for calibration is adjusted looking at the histogram. For calibration 
exposure time that results in image far less than calibration is preferred. Once the flat and 
dark images are acquired calibration is done. Figure 5.9 shows image obtained after 
calibration. Notice that back ground no longer has artifacts and is uniform. 
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Figure 5.9 Image acquired after calibration 
System calibration page shown in Figure 5.10 lets user manually enter various 
calibration parameters that are later used in reconstruction. The controls appearing on the 
system calibration page are read and written to registry using screen calibration file shoen in 
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Figure 5.11, These calibration parameters are displayed on System calibration screen in read 
only format. 
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The results of the scan after reconstruction are shown below. First 200 slices from the 
CT scan of the filter are displayed when viewed using visualization tool. The volume file is 
sliced in the middle to reveal inner structure of filter. The sliced volume file and 
accompanying histogram are shown in the Figure 5.12. The view clearly shows that pore 
depth in the filter is not uniform. Figure 5.13 shows full view of ceramic filter while Figure 
5.14 shows one fourth of the filter. See how the pores progress depth wise. 
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Figure So 12 Ceramic filter volume file sliced from the middle 
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Figure 5.13 Ceramic filter as viewed by 3I~ tool 
Figure 5.14 Ceramic filter interior as viewed by 3D visualization tool 
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Looking at individual slices using 3D visualization view reveals valuable 
information. The slice shown in figure 5.15 reveals the white star like shapes, And these are 
because some excessive ceramic filling material is plugging up some of the pores that it 
should not. The plugging of pores where not desired, can lead to inefficient air flow and thus 
affecting filter usability. 
Figure 5.15 Ceramic filter slice revealing pore plugging 
The slice in Figure 5.16 shows black stars. These are formed where ceramic filling 
material is not properly plugging up the pores. It means pores are bigger than they should be. 
This slice shows that this filter may let residue solids to pass through it and will malfunction. 
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Figure 5.16 Ceramic filter slice showing unplugged pores 
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The other sample that we scanned using PSCT is a soil sample. The Figure 5,17 
shows the picture of sample. The sample is gravel and air, held together by some plastic 
material. 
The voltage and current employed to do scan are 105 kV and 5 mA respectively. The 
scan includes total of 120 slices and a slice interval is set to be 5 pixels. The scan is done for 
2x2 binned mode. It took one hour and 10 minutes to complete the scan. The Figure 5.18 
shows a full view of the sample as viewed by visualization tool. 
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Figure 5,17 3D volume file for soil sample 
Figure 5.18 A cross section of volume file 
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5.2 Blob Analysis 
X-ray computed tomography enables one to nondestructively examine the interior of 
samples and reconstruct computer models that can be used to quantify properties such as 
local density or porosity in an object. An example of a CT scan is shown in Figure 5.19, 
where the sample is a small cylinder of "porous" concrete. [4] 
Figure 5.19 3D Porous Concrete Sample 
The sample as viewed by 3D Visualization tool is shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 5.20 3D view of concrete sample and the histogram 
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The above sample is composed of cement and gravel. Our intention is to separate 
gravel from epoxy and study the characteristics of gravel. We have given threshold criteria 
such as that all voxels that correspond to cement are filtered out. The blob identification 
algorithm is run for this sample by giving different threshold criteria for fixed size range of 
output blobs and the results are as under. This test is run on first 100 slices of the volume 
shown in Figure 5,20 to minimize the computation time. 
The figure as under shows resulting 3D data volume file when the intensity range is 
selected to be 291 to 683. 
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Figure 5.21 Blob Identification Output Vol File of Concrete Sample 
Associated .blb text file has following information pertaining to this data set. 
Intensity Range = 291 — 683 
Size Range = 1 - 100000000 
# of Blobs = 3282 
ID =1, #voxels= 1 
ID =2, #voxels= 1... 
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Changing the threshold criteria for the same sample generated following results. 
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Figure 5.22 3D volume file output of blob algorithm 
Figure 5.23 A portion of 3D volume file snipped and zoomed 
The blob algorithm successfully separated gravel from cement for the range 350-515. 
Figure 5.22 illustrates the result of this new execution. We can clearly see the gravel 
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separated. Figure 5.23 shows a portion of the Figure 5.22 snipped and enlarged. It shows the 
individual blobs. The objective of blob analysis that is to separate each gravel piece into a 
separate object is met. The size distribution obtained by running the algorithm on data set 
shown in Figure 5.20 is illustrated by Figure 5.24. The screen capture in Figure 5.24 shows 
the number of blobs found, time of execution and the size distribution of the blobs. Also we 
conclude that the narrower range separated gravel and epoxy better than wider range. The 
algorithm is more suitable for data sets that have sharp contrast. The associated .blb text file, 
store the results in a text format, 
Associated VOL File 100 slices 3. vol 
Intensity Range = 350 - 51 S 
# of Blobs = 3899 
ID =1, #Voxels= 6 
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Figure 5.24 A histogram of blob algorithm showing size distribution 
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5.3 Hot Pixel Correction 
3D volume file generated for soil sample shown in Figure 5.19 shows a number of 
ring artifacts. The black circle on the volume file in Figure 5.25 is one such artifact. Looking 
at the sinogram we were able to find that the pixel at column 565 has values highly 
oscillating as compared to the neighboring columns (pixels). Gray scale of one such pixel of 
column 565 along with its neighbors is graphically shown in the plot in Figure 5.25. The 
oscillating pixel value is high lighted by drawing a red circle around it. 
Hot Pixel Behavior 
--Gray Scale 
562 563 564 565 566 567 568 
Pixel Position 
Figure 5.25 Deviated pixel at column 565 in sinogram causing ring artifact 
When hot pixel correction algorithm is run on the sinogram with deviation criteria 
equal to 1.8, we find this ring removed and the sinogram gets a new value for the faulty and 
deviated column. Figure 5.26 shows the corrected slice and the accompanying plot shows the 
new gray scale value that the sinogram takes for faulty column. 
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~: 
Figure 5.26 Deviated pixel at column 565 in sinogram with corrected gray scale 
This algorithm was run by taking into consideration many bad pixels and 
approximately 80 percent of the rings were removed with deviation criteria less than 2.0. It is 
observed that increasing the deviation criteria helps to reduce more ring artifacts but this 
comes at the cost of replacing data with averages of neighbors for the data not causing 
artifacts and thus loosing information. For the sample under consideration algorithm was run 
for deviation upto 4.0 to correct ring artifacts that were left and that resulted in dull and 
washed out output volume file. 
5.4 Percentage Porosity Analysis 
Percentage porosity algorithm is run on the sample shown in Figure 5.20 upto level 
four, means the volume selected to run this algorithm is subdivided four times into smaller 
cubes. The threshold criteria is set for gravel. The 3D volume file selected to run this 
algorithm generated following results. Figure 5.28 shows the output volurne file generated as 
a result of this algorithm execution. Since the output file does not carry original gray scale 
but actually the percentage of the threshold selected for each small cube upto level 4, it 
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represents the porosity percentage distribution of the original file. Different observations that 
we can make looking at the resulting volume file are that the highest percentage of gravel in 
the sample in a volume of 30 x 30 x 6 (level 4) is 76 %. And the gravel volume distribution is 
concentrated towards center. Figure 5.29 shows that gravel concentration is higher towards 
the center. 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
6.1 Conclusions 
In this research, a phosphor screen 3D X-ray CT system is developed and 
performance is evaluated to see if the desired results are obtained. We have also implemented 
3D image analysis and enhancement algorithms. 
The results obtained from PSCT are satisfying and objective of having capability of 
scanning large objects using a digital camera is met. It is a system that has bigger field of 
view and is capable of scanning objects at medium resolution. It is also developed and set up 
in a reasonable budget. Calibration is crucial for CT scan though it adds more time to the 
overall scan time. The system is successfully scanning large objects like ceramic filter and 
soil samples. 
The results of blob analysis are satisfying too. We have implemented an algorithm 
that can identify blobs, pores, pieces in a volume file and can tell about the amount, size and 
3 dimensional location of these features in the sample. The tools like dilation and erosion are 
also successfully implemented to be used for separating the blobs. Elimination technique can 
be used to get rid of noise and very small blobs/particles and employs size results that are 
generated while identifying particles. 
Hot pixel correction algorithm that is implemented to find bad pixels causing ring like 
artifacts in the sample output files is executed as a data preprocessing step before 
reconstructing data. It is a way of removing detector artifacts by comparing the gray scale 
deviation of such pixels against an allowed deviation criteria. If the pixels are found to have 
gray scale deviation more than allowed, they get replaced by the average of the gray scale of 
neighbors. Algorithm is removing undesired ring artifacts from the samples. At least 80 °Io of 
the bad pixels and rings get identified. 
Percentage porosity algorithm is calculating percentage of desired threshold dividing 
whole volume file in small cubes up to the level selected by user. The resulting volume file 
has percentage calculation as its gray scale and provides useful information about data. 
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6.2 Future Work 
Although the system is quite stable and functioning, medium but there are a number 
of things that can be done to improve overall system functioning and performance. 
Integration of multiple frames can be implemented to improve image quality. 
Scan time can be reduced by addressing some memory handling issues. Currently flat 
and dark images are read from hard disk each time for each image/projection. By allocating 
some space in memory and establishing a way of knowing that when to re read from disk and 
when not, the frequent hard disk read can be avoided thus saving over all scan time. 
Sophisticated analysis of calibration algorithm can be implemented by improving 
technique of calculating flat image integration. Currently we only collect image a desired 
number of times and take average. This integration technique can be improved by calculating 
best average which is a way of getting rid of images that deviate from average and 
recalculating average for best images. 
The system can have a way of determining bad pixels on the image detection screen 
and eliminating those pixels from getting downloaded as part of image. 
More degrees of freedom in the motion axis are planned to be integrated. Currently 
we have only one rotary axis. 
There are few things that can be done to improve performance of 3D Blob Algorithm. 
The information related to a voxel is stored in a structure. 
struct Voxel 
{ short x; 
short y; 
short z; 
short n; 
bool b; 
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Each voxel takes 9 bytes of memory. Memory consumption can be lowered to 7 bytes 
by storing x,y,z in a long as z~slicesize+y~`no of column+x. 
Program can not hold results in RAM because of memory constraint, therefore it 
deletes and re-computes things. If more memory is available then program can have flow that 
eliminates re-computing. This will make program more user friendly as well as it will 
decrease overall execution time. 
This algorithm is serial. We may be able to write it as parallel algorithm and make use 
of cluster facility. This may require us to make serious changes as current algorithm relies on 
information obtained from previous computations and the blob finding task grows like web. 
If it is to be run in parallel then it must be re written in a way that the results can be obtained 
on slice basis and later these slices are reconnected to form whole volume. Slices can be 
divided among machines by root machine and results can be later interpreted by root. 
Algorithm can be enhanced to find shapes of blobs. 
Hot Pixel Correction algorithm can be enhanced to generate a list of bad pixels. 
Results from various executions can be compared to find that if the bad pixels reoccur for 
various samples. Means their location(x,y) remains same. If so then it may be a hardware 
thing and such pixels can be fixed right away without running computations. 
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APPENDIX 
int ix[8]={0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1 } 
int iy[8]={0,0,1,1,0,0,1,1 } 
int iz[8]={0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1 } 
{ 
startx+=ix ~j ] ~ dx/2-1 
dx=dx-dx/2 
} 
else 
dx=dx/2 
if(iy~j]==1) 
{ 
starty+=iy ~j ] ~dy/2-1 
dy=dy-dy/2 
} 
else 
dy=dy/2 
if(iz~j]==1) 
{ 
startz+=iz~j] ~`dz/2-1 
dz=dz-dz/2 
} 
else 
dz=dz/2 
endx=startx+dx-1 
endy=starty+dy-1 
endz=startz+dz-1 
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